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Good Day Members,

As 2021 comes to a close, the MBSK Region continues its work in education and mobilization.  Our

training is continuing with another round or grievance handling training in October and training

around administrative investigations and discipline in November.  2021 has truly been a year of

education in the region with our training efforts reaching beyond the members of the Regional

Council to directly include our Stewards and other Local Officers.  We have also been able to leverage

our training capacity in the region to provide opportunities for activists from other regions who wish

to fund their participation.  With our investments in both general training and training around

Women’s Activities, by the end of this year, we will have invested nearly three times the normal

amount in training.  I would like to take this opportunity to thank Pamela Mier-Duthie for her hard

work both in and out of the classroom and Karine Drobko for organizing the largest education

program the Regional Women’s Committee has embarked on since the founding of the region.  Our

Young Worker’s Co-Chairs have also opened the cycle strong by partnering with PSAC to deliver

training sessions around collective bargaining.

The 2022 Education Calendar was established during our last Quarterly Meeting and the Region is

looking forward to a fresh round of training offerings in the new year.  Among those, occupational

health and safety, mental health and further work around virtual engagement and mobilization of

our members.  2022 will also see some changes in the structure of our region with activity levels

changing in some of our Locals.  We also look forward to enhancing our charitable contributions and

scholarships in the near future.

Regionally, I continue to co-chair the Regional Labour Management Consultation Committee and

Regional Occupational Health and Safety Committee for ESDC and sit on the Regional Labour

Management Consultation Committee for IRCC.  Nationally, I continue to sit on the Service Union

Management Consultation Committee and National Policy Health and Safety Committee for ESDC.  I

am also working as the PSAC Rep on the EI Working Group for the Canadian Labour Congress where

we continue to advocate for meaningful EI reform which expands access to benefits and training

while protecting the jobs of our members.

While we continue to work and live with COVID19 and prepare for re-occupancy of our physical sites,

the reality is that the Vaccine Mandate released in October by the Treasury Board has occupied the

bulk of our time over the past six weeks on the representation side.  From answering questions

around accommodations to addressing inquiries around the policies and our obligations to our

members, the investment in time for our activists has been considerable.  At this point, we are

receiving fewer general questions and instead moving to represent members in various scenarios.  I

must thank our activists and our staff for their hard work and support during this time.

As the year draws to a close, I would like to simply thank you, our members for your continued

support and wish you all a safe and happy holiday season.  Take time for yourselves to relax and

unwind and be kind to each other.

In Solidarity,

Chris Gardiner

National Vice President

CEIU Manitoba Saskatchewan


